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Have you put off migrating to v10 of API 

Connect? There is no time to waste to get 

started with the migration!  

Let iSOA Group’s experts ease 
you through the migration 
experience  
Wouldn’t it be beneficial to know what to expect 

from the migration? Having first hand knowledge 

on what challenges you may face without even 

allocating resources or procuring systems? That 

is what iSOA Group’s API Connect Migration 

Assessment will do for your company.   

iSOA Group’s highly skilled technical migration team has worked with multiple clients 

performing various migrations. We have the skills, tools and experience to give our clients 

confidence to get the migration job done right.   

We wrote the book on API Connect v10!  

See link to Amazon here:   Amazon.com/Digital-Transformation-Modernization-IBM API Connect 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Digital-Transformation-Modernization-Connect-high-performance-ebook/dp/B094DJW2LK/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2JS407FPLZHX0&keywords=digital+transformation+and+modernization+with+ibm+api+connect&qid=1640559444&sprefix=digital+transformation+and+%2Caps%2C193&sr=8-1


  

 

 

Why migrate? 
 
Version 5 of API Connect reached end of service in April 2022.  If you still haven’t migrated, 

you are either running un-supported or on a costly service extension which will end soon. The 

migration is not a simple version replacement of v5, but a complete rewrite, which requires an 

experienced partner.  Here is what some of our customers have stated: 

1. Having a knowledgeable consultant with API Connect migration experience reduces the 

technical questions we have about the migration 

2. Our dates are compressed and we need to be guided so we can quickly achieve the 

migration goals. 

3. We have multiple testing teams we need to coordinate and we need to stay on course. 

 

The Migration Assessment will provide a road map and determine the level of 

complexity of your environments.  This gives you a better understanding of what is 

involved and the timeline to accomplish the migration. 

 
What to Consider 

 
When working with our clients on their migrations we often found that their operational teams 

were often under skilled and not prepared to support a v10 container-based upgrade. In our 

experience, ignoring this critical requirement can have considerable impact on the success of 

the migration. A consultant can really bridge the knowledge and skill gap.  So how can you 

mitigate the risk? 

iSOA Group - API Connect Migration Assessment 
iSOA Group has been successfully providing migration services for IBM’s API Connect for 

several years. With experience in V5, V2018 and V10 implementations, we know the key 

differences between each version and how you can best take advantage of the new features 

while successfully migrating to the latest release.  And we do this all while delivering services 

100% remotely! 

 
  



  

 

 

Let iSOA Group guide you through the migration process 
Let us be your champion and as we guide you through the best practices and proven 

ways to navigate API Connect V10: 

● How to use the API Connect Migration Utility (AMU) 

● How to setup API Connect infrastructure 

● Migrating V10 REST APIs 

● Upgrade your V5 CLI/DevOps to V10 CLI/DevOps 

● Showing how V5c to APIGW Assembly and configurations work 

 
 
Proven experience – Customer testimonial 
Hear what one of our long time large financial services customers had to say about 

working with iSOA Group:  

“I’m the Global Director of IT Operations within my company. I have a team of 22 full time 

employees and 100 offshore resources reporting directly to me. In choosing and working with a 

technology vendor, it is important that we evaluate the relationship based on trust and 

communication lines. I found iSOA group a great technology partner and very customer 

focused. 

I’ve found them to be especially effective in providing the below solutions/resources in the 

API Management arena: 

1. Quality resources – providing access to technical strong resources in a 

timely manner 

2. Technical savviness – resources have deep experience in multiple 

technologies which provides more in-depth knowledge to deliver stronger 

integrations 

3. Vendor relations – excellent relationships with key technology partners. 

4. Strategy – technical leadership within iSOA provided immense insights to 

technologies, and worked alongside me to help define and create the 

service roadmap, as well as working on platform enhancements. 

 
After evaluating and trying larger companies as well as other staffing type models, my 

experience has been: 

 
1. The iSOA Group is 60-70% more effective than the large vendors 



  

 

 

2. Resources managed through the iSOA Group ends up being more efficient 

and overall cost reduced as we get it right the first time 

 
In summary, I choose to work with iSOA because they deliver what they say with 

integrity, with aim at quality and technical leadership.” 

Contact us to learn more 
To learn more and how to engage iSOA Group please call or email Cheryl Bertini, 

cbertini@isoagroup.com, or 707-773-1198 


